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Abstract. The structural performance of steel frames with novel lightweight composite infilled
wallboard is experimentally and numerically investigated under the curvature surface
deformation. This study compares the mechanical behavior for the open-frame, the closed-frame
with mudsill and the closed-frame with infilled wallboard, through experiment and finite element
analysis, under the positive and negative curvature surface deformations respectively. The
structural responses such as basement counterforce, additional strains at different key locations
and the effects of mudsill and infilled wallboard are evaluated. It has been found that the steel
frames with the new composite infilled wallboard can considerably increase the stiffness of the
structures in resisting surface deformation and re-distribute the loads amongst the beam and
column members in the frame. The force transmission effect of the mudsill accelerated the
changes in the additional strain at column bottom. Frame beam is the main component that bears
the curvature surface deformation. Mudsill has a consistent stress pattern with the frame beam
and can significantly influence additional strain of the frame beam due to its stress sharing effect.
The infilled wallboard is connected with the column-beam members and thereby influences the
additional strain of the frame column significantly.

1. Introduction
Surface deformation is a common consequence of undersurface activities, e.g., mining, water table
change, tunneling, crustal movement [1-3]. The surface deformation can cause damage to the structures
above the ground due to the imbalanced supporting from the foundation. However, it is still not very
much clear with regard to the understanding of the structural performance of the steel frame buildings
with infill walls which are subjected to surface deformation. It results in major challenge in the design
and safety assessment of these structures.
In the context of increasing industrial applications of buildings in surface deformation regions, a
number of studies on the surface deformation resistance of structures have been reported [4-7].
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Meanwhile, the wall component plays an import role in the structural frame performance and thus has
attracted considerable research interest. The steel frame infilled with different types of wall (such as
masonry wall , autoclaved cellular concrete (ACC) wall, polymer matrix composite (PMC) wallboard)
were investigated and the studies on the influences of infilled walls on frame performance mainly
concentrated on the lateral stiffness and the seismic behavior of the structure[8-17].
There are very limited researches in investigating the surface deformation resistance of the structures
and perhaps none in incorporating the honeycomb autoclaved lightweight concrete (ALC) composite
infilled walls. This paper attempts to carry out both experiment and finite element analysis (FEA) for a
number of steel frames with/without mudsill and infilled walls under positive and negative curvature
surface deformations.
2. Experimental design and FEA model
The structure researched is a typical single-layer two-span steel frame. The steel Q235 is used (one type
of steel in China with the yielding strength fy=235Mpa). The beam-column sections adopt the H-shape.
The honeycomb sandwich wallboard has a total thickness of 100mm and combined 2 outer-panels which
are made of autoclaved lightweight concrete (ALC). The honeycomb core board is manufactured into
the honeycomb-shape by paper material. The curvature surface deformation was loaded through the
displacement–control method. The base of column B was fixed and the bases of columns A and C were
descended (positive curvature surface deformation loading) or ascended (negative curvature surface
deformation loading) by jacks. The diagrammatic sketch of experimental apparatus is shown in Figure
1.
The FEA model corresponding to the physical experiment was established. The beam and column
adopted 2-node 3D finite strain linear beam element with 6 DOF for each node, and bilinear isotropic
hardening model was used for the properties of steel material of the frame. The infill wallborads were
placed and connected into the steel frame through the clamp-plate and bolt-plate on the beam and column.
From the force transmission perspective, this wallboard-frame connection mode is the rigid point
connection. According to the characteristic of wallboard-frame connection mode, the rigid connecting
area is small and arranged in a discrete distribution. Therefore, the wallboard-frame connection was
achieved or modeled as follows: the edge of wallboard outer-panel element coincided with the inner
flange of the beam or column element; 3 translational DOF (Ux、Uy、Uz) of the node of beam or
column element and the node of the wallboard outer-panel element were kept in accordance by the way
of node coupling in the connection areas as shown in Figure 2. 4-node 6 DOF elastic shell element was
used to simulate the ALC outer-panel, and 2-node 3D spring-damper elements arranged between elastic
shell elements were used to simulate the honeycomb core board, as shown in Figure 2. For the infilled
wallboard, the elastic modulus E of the ALC panel and the axial spring stiffness K of spring-damper
element were determined by in-plane and out-plane compression tests of honeycomb sandwich
wallboard, respectively.
3 types of frames were made in terms of the placement of mudsill and/or infilled wallboard, i.e., open
frame (no mudsill and no infilled wallboard), closed frame (with mudsill but no infilled wallboard) and
frame with i infilled wallboard (with mudsill), which are identified separately as OPfr, CLfr, WAfr in
experiment and FE-OPfr, FE-CLfr, FE-WAfr in FEA.
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Figure 1. Diagrammatic sketch of experimental apparatus of curvature surface deformation

Figure 2. FEA model for experiment (frame with infill wall as an exampl)
3.

Comparison of experiment and FEA

3.1 Basement counterforce analysis
The 3 types of frames (i.e., open frame, closed frame and closed frame with infilled wallboard) have
different rigidities, which cause different basement counterforce variations at every displacement
variation level. The curvature surface deformations are compared in terms of the counterforce at the
basement of the side columns (F). The variation law obtained from the experiment and FEA of F with
S are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Relation curves of differential settlement- counterforce of side columns
The differential settlement of the basement counterforce of the side columns in the 3 types of frames
presents a linear variation with the curvature surface deformation. The variation rates of basement
counterforce between 3 types of frames are shown in Figure 4 (positive curvature surface deformation
abbreviated as PCD, negative curvature surface deformation abbreviated as NCD ).
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Figure 4. Comparison of variation rates of counterforce between frames
Apparently, under the same displacement loading rate, the WAfr shows the maximum variation rate
of basement counterforce of the columns, followed by the CLfr and then the OPfr. In other words, under
the same displacement increment, the variation of basement counterforce is positively correlated with
the stiffness of the frame.
For the sake of convenience, a relative force parameter D is introduced which represents the
difference between the basement counterforce and the initial counterforce (D =|F–F0|). D presents a
proportional relationship with S (D =kS, where k is the absolute value of the slope of the F-S linear
function). D reflects the curvature surface deformation by the basement counterforce, which can also be
called the curvature counterforce.
3.2 Additional strain analysis of columns
The variation laws of additional strain at outer flange of side column top in the 3 types of frames under
curvature counterforce obtained by FEA and experiment are shown in Figure 5 which shows that the
strains at the same position at the outer flange of the side column are opposite in sign under the positive
and negative curvature counterforces. Both strains present a linear growth with the curvature
counterforce. The variation rate of additional strain at the outer flange of the side columns top between
the 3 types of frames are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Relation curves of counterforce-additional strain at outer flange of side columns top

Figure 6. Comparison of variation rates of additional strain at outer flange of side column top
Both the mudsill and infilled wallboard decelerates the variation of additional strain on the side
column top. By contrast, the effect of infilled wallboard to the variation-rate of additional strain at outer
flange of side columns top is greater than that of the mudsill.
3.3 Additional strain analysis of frame beam
The variation laws of additional strain at the upper flange of middle-column-end of frame beams in 3
types of frames with curvature counterforces obtained by FEA and experiment are shown in Figure 7.
The additional strains of the beams under the positive and negative curvature surface deformations are
opposite and present a linear growth with the curvature counterforce. The comparison of the variation
rates of the additional strain at the frame beams among the 3 types of frames are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Relation curves of counterforce-additional strain at upper flange of middle-column-end of
frame beam
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Figure 8. Comparison of variation rates of additional strain at upper flange of middle-column-end of
frame beam
Both mudsill and infilled wallboard decelerate the variation of additional strain at the beam ends
under curvature deformations. Mudsill decreases the variation rate of additional strain at the beam ends
more significantly than infilled wallboard.
4. Conclusions
On the basis of the comprehensive contrast analysis of the variation of the structural responses of the 3
types of frames under positive and negative curvature surface deformations, the following conclusions
are obtained:
(1) The differential settlement and basement counterforce of frame are significantly affected by the
frame stiffness. The arrangement of mudsill and infilled wallboard increases the stiffness of the frame
significantly, thus accelerating the variation of the basement counterforce and decreasing the final
differential settlement.
(2) The curvature surface deformation experiment is easy to control and operate by the displacement
loading method, but because of the different stiffness of the upper structures, the change rate of the
basement counterforce can be different, and then there will be interference to the contrast study between
different stiffness structures. According to the variation law of the basement counterforce with the
settlement difference of curvature surface deformation, the curvature reaction counterforce is introduced
to represent the curvature surface deformation instead of the curvature settlement difference, which is
used as the unified contrast parameter of the different stiffness structures under the displacement loading
condition. The variation rate of basement counterforce is avoided from interfering with the contrast
analysis.
(3) The FEA models of 3 types of steel frames, which can well reflect the physical experiment, are
established. The spring damper elements arranged between shell elements, and the relevant parameters
seted based on the wallboard test well simulated the performance of the honeycomb sandwich wallboard.
The connection area nodes between frame elements and wallboard shell elements are coupled to restrict
the translational DOF, which effectively simulates the rigid point-type connection between
beam/column and wallboard.
(4)By comparison, the effect of the mudsill is more significant on additional strain of frame beam
and that of the wallboard is more significant on additional strain of column. It is because under the
curvature surface deformation, columns, which are the force transmission components, transmit the
basement counterforce to the beam and the beam is the main component that bears the curvature surface
deformation. As a horizontal component parallel to the beam, the stress pattern of mudsill is consistent
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with the frame beam, and mudsill mainly shares stress and deformation from the beam. In particular,
because the bottom of the column is the connecting part with mudsill, the force transfer effect of mudsill
increases the variation rate of additional stress in this part.
(5)As a plane component that connects beam and column, the wallboard take part in the work to a
large extent. The infilled wallboard mainly combines frame components into an integral system and
increases the internal stress distribution among beams and columns, thus influencing the additional
strain of the frame columns significantly.
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